Box 1:

Booknumbers:

1. Biology - Vernon Kellogg
2. English Literature - W. N. C. Carlton (2 copies)
3. Ten Pivotal Figures in History - A. W. Vernon
4. Some Great American Books - Dallas Lore Sharp
5. Economics - Walton H. Hamilton
6. Frontiers of Knowledge - Jesse Lee Bennett
8. Sociology and Social Problems - H. W. Odum
9. The Physical Sciences - Edwin E. Slosson
11. Psychology and its Use - Everett Dean Martin
12. Philosophy - Alexander Meiklejohn
13. Our Children - M. V. O'Shea
14. Religion in Everyday Life - Sir Wilfred Grenfell
15. The Life of Christ - Rufus M. Jones
16. Mental Hygiene - Frankwood E. Williams
17. The Appreciation of Sculpture - Lorado Taft
18. The Europe of Our Day - Herbert Adams Gibbons
19. Poetry of Our Own Times - Marguerite Wilkinson
20. United States in Recent Times - F. L. Paxson
22. American Education - William F. Russell
23. Architecture - Lewis Mumford
24. The Modern Essay - Samuel McChord Crothers
25. Americans from Abroad - John Palmer Gavit

Box 2:

26. The French Revolution as Told in Fiction - William Stearns Davis
27. The Practice of Politics - Raymond Moley
28. The Modern Drama - Barrett H. Clark
29. The Westward March of American Settlement - Hamlin Garland
30. The Stars - Harold Shapley
31. The Founders of the Republic - Claude G. Bowers
32. The Foreign Relations of the United States - Paul Scott Maurer
33. Twentieth-Century American Novels - William Lyon Phelps
34. A Study of English Drama on the Stage - Walter Prichard Eaton
35. Good English - Virginia C. Bacon
36. Adventures in Flower Gardening - S. B. Mitchell
37. French Literature - Irving Babbitt
38. The Young Child - Bird T. Baldwin
39. Interior Decoration - Dudley Craft Watson
40. Geography and Our Need of It - J. Russell Smith
41. Pivotal Figures in Science - Arthur E. Bostwick
42. George Washington - Albert Bushnell Hart
43. Prehistoric Man - George Grant MacCurdy
44. The Pacific Area in International Relations - J.B. Condliffe
45. English History - George H. Locke
46. The Romance of Modern Exploration - Fitzhugh Green
47. The Human Body and its Care - Morris Fishbein, M.D.
48. Capital and Labor - John A. Fitch
49. Journalism - Willard Grosvenor Bleyer

Box 3:

51. Advertising - Earnest Elmo Calkins
52. Salesmanship - John Alfred Stevenson
53. [Not Listed]
54. Scandinavian Literature - Hanna Astrup Larsen
55. American Life in Architecture - Philip N. Youtz
56. Invention and Society - Waldemar Kaempffert
57. Evolution - J. Arthur Thomson
58. [Not Listed]
59. Shakespeare - Felix E. Schelling
60. International Relations - Isaiah Bowman
61. Russian Literature - Avraham Yarmolinsky
62. Farm Life: Problems and Opportunities - Clarence Poe
63. Representative Twentieth-Century Americans - M. A. DeWolfe Howe
64. Short Story Writing - Blanche Colton Williams
65. Latin America - James G. McDonald
66. Unemployment - Aaron Director
67. Russia, the Soviet Way - Robert C. Brooks
68. The Negro in America - Alaine Locke